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Key questions
• What is Ukraine? How long has it existed? Who are the Ukrainians?
• What is the relationship between Ukraine and Russia?
• Why does Putin claim that Ukraine doesn’t have the right to exist as an 

independent country?  
• How should Jews feel about Ukraine today? 
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Key facts about Ukraine
• Ukraine is Europe’s second largest country by area; population: 41m (before 

Russian invasion) 
• Ukraina means “borderland” – Ukraine lies at the crossroads of eastern and 

central Europe 
• For most of the past 500 years, the Ukrainian lands have been under the rule

of powerful states like Poland, Lithuania, and Russia
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� Prior to independence in 1991, Ukraine 
existed as an independent state for only 
brief periods 

� But a Ukrainian identity, bound up with 
language and culture, has existed for 
centuries 



Ukraine and Russia
• Ethnic Ukrainians are an East Slavic people, like the Russians and 

Belorusians
• The Eastern Slavs speak related languages that all use the Cyrillic alphabet, 

and (for the most part) adhere to the Eastern Orthodox Church
• Both Ukraine and Russia trace their heritage to the medieval kingdom of 

Kievan Rus’, based in Kiev/Kyiv
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Statue in Kyiv of Vladimir the Great, 
Grand Prince of Kievan Rus 980-1015

Source: Okosmin, CC BY-SA 3.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=21318276

👉 Both “Russia” and “Ruthenian” (an earlier term for ethnic Ukrainians) 
derive from “Rus’” 

� Ethnic Ukrainians were historically a peasant people living 
an agrarian lifestyle, sometimes as serfs 

� Russia began to conquer the Ukrainian lands in the 1600s; 
referred to Ukraine as “Little Russia” (Malorossia)



The formation of modern Ukraine
• From the late 1700s to 1991, most of what is today Ukraine was under 

Russian or Soviet rule
• The far western territory was in the Austro-Hungarian Empire and later part 

of Poland

Ukraine under the Russian and Austro-Hungarian Empires, 19th century
Source: Paul Robert Magocsi and Geoffrey J. Matthews, Ukraine: A Historical Attlas (Univ. of Toronto Press, 1985)

� In the 19th century, a Ukrainian 
nationalist movement emerged, 
which sometimes set as its goal an 
independent state

� An independent Ukraine was
declared after the fall of the Russian 
Empire in 1917, but was quickly 
subsumed in the chaos of the 
Russian Civil War



Ukraine in the 20th and 21st centuries
• Ukraine (as the Ukrainian SSR) was part of the USSR until its dissolution in 1991
• At times, Ukrainian national identity was tolerated or supported by the Soviet 

regime, at other times brutally suppressed
• Stalin’s collectivization and industrialization policies led to the genocidal Great 

Famine (Holodomor) of 1932-33: 3-5m dead

Crowds of protesters at a mass rally on Independence Square in Kyiv
Source: Ввласенко via Wikimedia Commons

� Ukraine suffered heavy losses during the Nazi 
invasion, including the murder of most of its Jews

� Independent Ukraine attempted to steer a course 
between Russia and the West until the Maidan
Revolution in 2014, when the pro-Russian 
president was ousted

� Putin then began his quest to destabilize Ukraine 



Ukrainian and Russian in Ukraine
• Centuries of Russian rule have had a major impact on language use in 

Ukraine (also, ethnic Russians are about 17% of the population)
• Language usage and politics are complex: about two-thirds of Ukrainians 

give Ukrainian as their mother tongue, but fewer (about half) use it as their 
everyday language
• Most Ukrainians are functionally bilingual 

Usage of the Russian language in Ukraine by region (2003)
Source: Russianname (Russianname) - self-made according to survey by KIIS, 2003, p.13, CC BY-SA 2.5, 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=1940313

👉 Correct style is ”Ukraine,” not “the Ukraine” (the 
latter implies that Ukraine is a region, not an 
independent state)

👉 The Ukrainian name of the capital city is Kyiv 
(“Kiev” is the Russian name, which Russian-
speaking Ukrainians use)



How should Jews feel about Ukraine today?
• Some Jews regard Ukrainians as a historically antisemitic people. Why? 

• The Cossack uprising against the Polish nobility led by Bogdan Chmielnicki in the 1600s also 
killed many Jews; many Ukrainians view him as a Ukrainian hero

• Many of the pogroms in the late 19th and early 20th centuries took place in the Ukrainian lands 
(in the Russian Empire)

• Genocidal anti-Jewish massacres took place in Ukraine 1919-21 – hundreds of thousands of
victims

• The Nazis had many Ukrainian collaborators during WWII, and some far-right Ukrainian
nationalist organizations allied themselves with Germany

Ukrainian currency note from 1917 showing 
Ukrainian, Russian, Polish, Yiddish

� Causes for hope: 
� Long history of peaceful coexistence and mutual 

cultural influence
� Jews granted cultural rights in independent Ukraine 

after WWI
� Jews part of a multiethnic, democratic society in post-

1991 Ukraine



Putin on Ukraine
• Vladimir Putin seems to be motivated by a revanchist Great Russian 

nationalism that seeks to restore Russia’s “true” borders
• He argues that Ukraine doesn’t have a right to exist since much of its 

current territory was “given” to it over the past centuries, and Ukrainians 
and Russians are one ”spiritual nation” 

Putin’s view of Ukraine
Source: Don Curzio Nitoglia, via BigThink.com

� He also claims that the Western-leaning 
government of Ukraine is a US puppet 
regime and intent on committing genocide 
against the Russian speakers of eastern 
Ukraine (hence military intervention is 
necessary to prevent atrocities)

� Draws on WWII terminology to label them
as Nazis


